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Abstract. Credit cards have become one of the major ways for conducting cashless transactions. However, they have a long term impact on the well being of their owner through
the debt generated by credit card usage. Credit card issuers approve high credit limits to
credit card owners, thereby inﬂuencing their credit burden. A system dynamics model has
been used to model behavior of a credit card owner in diﬀerent scenarios according to the
size of a credit limit. Experiments with the model demonstrated that a higher credit limit
approved on the credit card decreases the budget available for spending in the long run.
This is a contribution toward the evaluation of action for credit limit control based on their
consequences.
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1. Introduction
Credit cards have become a way of life [9] as well as an important part of the
modern society. In ﬁve years, from 1999 to 2005, the annual volume of credit card
transactions has doubled [1]. However, diﬀerences exist between developed and
developing countries in their usage and their owners’ behavior [19]. Citizens of more
developed countries use credit cards more both in terms of the number and the
quantity of transactions.
Nowadays, credit cards are considered as important as cash; some believe that
they lead to a cashless society [9]. At the beginning of the 21st century more than
a billion credit cards of all types were issued in the USA, which is the consequence
of weakened requirements for getting them and an increasing number of college
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students who own at least one credit card [12]. Financial institutions also apply
very aggressive marketing of credit cards in order to increase their use, especially
by the usage of customer relationship management (CRM) [7]. However, credit card
owners’ typical behavior has a signiﬁcant impact on bank risk exposure at default
(EAD), which can be deﬁned as the gross exposure under a facility upon default,
and it is at the Basel 2 level [10].
Marketing departments of ﬁnancial institutions are trying to attract college students to use credit cards because they usually continue using them after they graduate [9]. Students’ attitude toward credit card usage can be explained by several
factors: ethnic background, gender, living arrangement, parent’s credit card use
and the number of credit cards owned, education level, money ethic and self-control
[6, 11].
There are also consumers who have credit cards but they do not use them; they
are called inactive users. Factors such as economic and demographic or attitudinal
characteristics can be used to identify active or inactive credit card users [26]. According to [5], active credit card users are those who use a credit card more than 10
times during one month, and those who use it less than ten times in one month are
inactive credit card users.
Income, as one of the demographic variables, is the most important variable that
inﬂuences the card usage rate [5] as well as age and education [1]. Other authors
emphasize that social classes aﬀect purchase [24]. According to research, males use
credit cards more than females [1].
There is a diﬀerence in the behavior of credit card users according to their social
class [25]. Those in a lower social class use credit cards more frequently and mostly
for installment purposes and those in an upper social class use them for convenience.
People from a lower social class use credit cards for necessity goods, and people
from an upper social class use them to purchase luxury goods [2]. Similar results
can be found in the study conducted by Danes et al. [8]. According to age, older
respondents believe that credit cards should be used for convenience, while highly
educated respondents believe that installment is the reason for using credit cards
more frequently.
Soman and Cheema [22] made several experiments about the eﬀect of credit on a
spending decision and they found that a higher credit limit on credit card spending
increases spending especially for some groups of users (younger consumers and less
educated consumers). The study of credit card debt among college students showed
interesting results [17, 18]. Students borrow the money with the expectation that
they will repay their debt by means of income from their ﬁrst or second job after
graduation. However, in some cases, this leads to an unsuccessful ability to manage
and understand the ﬁnancial situation.
Simulation modelling and especially its method of system dynamics is widely
used for modeling social systems due to many factors and an unpredicted situation
we are faced with in everyday life, and they are also used for achieving business
excellence in organizations [15, 16]. System dynamics models are also used as a basis
for development of simulation games [27]. Previous research did not investigate the
behavior of credit card users with system dynamics modeling, and this research gap
will be ﬁlled with our paper.
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The objective of the paper is to study the impact of the credit card limit on
the long-term budget available for spending with the usage of the system dynamics
approach, with the presumption that a higher credit limit on credit card spending
will decrease the long-term budget available for spending [18, 22]. To test this presumption, we used a system dynamics model of the credit card impact on the budget
available for spending, which is developed by Ratha [20] as part of the Road Maps
program. Our experiments included diﬀerent levels of credit limits and captured the
behavior of credit card owners by Ratha’s model during the simulated period of 72
months.
The paper is organized as follows. After the introductory part of the paper,
Section two presents the methodology of the paper. Section three presents the
system dynamics model of credit card usage. In Section four, model behavior with
diﬀerent values of the credit limit is described. Section ﬁve presents a prototype of
the simulation game for credit card usage, and Section six concludes the paper.

2. Methodology
Simulation modeling is a methodology used for exploring system behavior and proposing system improvement in several situations, such as investigation of the bullwhip
eﬀect using spreadsheet simulation [4], and optimization of ﬂexible assembly systems
[13]. System dynamics is a methodology used for modeling long-term behavior of
dynamics systems with feedback [23, 3].
In order to fullﬁl the objective of the paper, we conducted a series of experiments
with the system dynamics model of credit card owners’ behavior developed by Ratha
[20] as part of the Road Maps program. While evaluating his model, Ratha [20]
found out that the typical behavior of the credit card user leads to short term
improvement of the budget available for spending, while in the long run it reduces
the budget available for spending. However, Ratha [20] conducted his experiments
using only one value for the credit limit (6,000 USD). In order to examine the eﬀect
with diﬀerent levels of the credit limit, we used three diﬀerent values (2,000, 6,000
and 12,000 USD). For the purpose of our experiments, we used Vensim software.
Based on the experiments with three diﬀerent values of the credit limit (2,000,
6,000 and 12,000 USD), we evaluated a long-term impact of the credit limit value on
the budget available for spending. Experiments were conducted using two models
developed by Ratha [20]: a model without repayment and a model with repayment.
These models will be explained further in the paper.

2.1. Model without repayment
Figure 1 presents the level and rate diagram of the credit card usage system dynamics
model without debt repayment. Vensim notations for model equations have been
used: levels are written with Capital Letters, rates and auxiliary variables are written
with small letters, and constants are written with ALL-CAPS. Such notations will
be used throughout the following text.
The model consists on the following equations. There is one level (Balance
Payable) and one rate in the model (credit card purchases). INTEG is used as
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a synonym for “integrate” and it indicates that at any moment in time the stock is
equal to the sum of all inﬂows minus the sum of all outﬂows plus the initial value.
Therefore, the Balance Payable is the amount of money the person owes to the Credit
Card Company and the initial Balance Payable is set to 0. Credit card purchases
refer to the purchase made each month with the money left from the paycheck after
making the payments.

Figure 1: Level-and-rate diagram of credit card usage system dynamics model, Source: Ratha [20]

Balance P ayable = IN T EG (credit card purchase)
U nits : dollars

Credit card purchases = SP EN DIN GF RACT ION · available credit
U nits : dollars/M onth

(1)

(2)

Auxiliary variables in the models are the following: available credit, interest on
balance, cash purchases, and budget available for spending. Available credit is the
diﬀerence between the credit limit and the Balance Payable. The available credit is
the maximum amount of money the person can charge to his or her credit card at the
time. The interest on balance is the interest charged on person’s Balance Payable by
the Credit Card Company. Credit card purchases are the amount a person charges on
his or her credit card each month, and a ﬁxed fraction, the SPENDING FRACTION
of the available credit. The budget available for spending is approximately measured
by the total amount of money a person can spend at any time.
Available credit = CREDIT LIM IT − Balance P ayable
U nits : dollars

Interest on balance = IN T EREST RAT E · Balance P ayable
U nits : dollars/M onth

(3)

(4)
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Cash purchases = P AY CHECK − interest on balance
U nits : dollars/M onth

Budget available f or spending = cash purchases + credit card purchases
U nits : dollars/M onth
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(5)

(6)

Model constants are as follows: credit limit, interest rate, paycheck, and spending
fraction. Credit limit refers to the maximum amount a person can charge on his or
her credit card. It is the maximum value of the Balance Payable. Interest rate is the
fraction of the Balance Payable charged as the interest per month. The paycheck
is the amount of money a person earns each month. The spending fraction is the
fraction of the available credit a person can spend on credit card purchases each
month. The following values are set for the model constants.
CREDIT LIM IT = step(6000, 6)
U nits : dollars

IN T EREST RAT E = 0.015
U nits : 1/M onth

(7)

(8)

P AY CHECK = 2000
U nits : dollars/M onth

(9)

SP EN DIN G F RACT ION = 0.1
U nits : 1/M onth

(10)

2.2. Model with repayment
Figure 2 presents the level and rate diagram of the credit card usage system dynamics
model with the gradual repayment of debt. Level variable Balance Payable has been
changed and now its equation is as follows:
Balance P ayable =
IN T EG(credit card purchases + interest charges − payments, 0)
U nits : dollars
(11)
Three auxiliary variables have been added: balance payments, interest charges
and payments. Balance payments depend on the credit limit and the spending
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Figure 2: Level and rate diagram of the credit card usage system dynamics model with the gradual
repayment of debt, Source: Ratha [20]

fraction, with the initial value of 0. We presume that an individual starts to repay
his or her balance in month 48, and that he or she repays the amount the owner
would spend on his or her credit card every month if his or her balance payment is
zero. This period is used as a presumption that the credit card owner is a student
who repays his or her debt after graduation. Interest charges are the interest charged
each month on the Balance Payable. The payments represent the amount of money
that an individual pays to the Credit Card Company, and it includes both interest
on balance and balance payments.
Balance payments = step(CREDIT LIM IT · SP EN DIN G F RACT ION, 48)
U nits : dollars/M onth
(12)
Interest charges = interest on balance
U nits : dollars/M onth

(13)

P ayments = interest on balance + balance payments
U nits : dollars/M onth

(14)

3. Model behavior and results
In this section model behavior of two system dynamics models of credit card usage
will be presented.

3.1. Model without repayment – experiments with diﬀerent
values of the credit limit
Model behavior is tested with diﬀerent values of the credit limit ($2, 000, $6, 000
and $12, 000), and it is going to be presented in the following part of the paper.
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The above values were used as a proxy for three diﬀerent levels of credit limit: low,
middle and high.
Balance Payable grows slowly and slowly and it reaches the equilibrium value in
the 50th month (Figure 3). As expected, the equilibrium value is the highest for
CREDIT LIMIT of $12, 000, and the lowest for CREDIT LIMIT of $2, 000. Balance
Payable is part of a negative feedback loop: Balance P ayable available credit credit
card purchases. Available credit is the diﬀerence between the credit limit and the
Balance Payable. In other words, credit limit is the goal of a negative feedback loop,
and Balance Payable will always reach the equilibrium value equal to the credit
limit. In other words, an individual will spend as much money as he or she has
available in the form of the credit limit. The behavior of interest on balance is the
same (Figure 4).

Figure 3: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on Balance Payable

Figure 4: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on interest on balance

The overall behavior of credit card purchases is the same for diﬀerent values of
CREDIT LIMIT – at ﬁrst it jumps after an individual receives his or her credit
card, and after that CREDIT LIMIT decreases slowly and slowly until it reaches
the equilibrium of $0 (Figure 5). The only diﬀerence is that credit card purchases
in the 6th month reach the highest value for CREDIT LIMIT of $12, 000. This
is because credit card purchases are set to 10% of the available credit. Therefore,
although an individual always spends the same percent of his or her available credit,
the absolute value is higher for higher values of CREDIT LIMIT. The behavior of
the available credit is the same (Figure 6).

Figure 5: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on credit card purchases

Figure 6: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on available credit
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Cash purchases decrease slowly and slowly until they reach the equilibrium value,
which is the lowest for the highest value of CREDIT LIMIT (Figure 7). This is
because cash purchases are the diﬀerence between PAYCHECK and the interest on
balance. The interest on balance is the highest for the highest value of CREDIT
LIMIT (because an individual always uses the entire CREDIT LIMIT available), and
therefore cash purchases are the lowest for the highest value of CREDIT LIMIT.
Again, the budget available for spending jumps for a while when an individual
receives his or her credit card, but in the long run budget the available for spending
is lower than without the credit card. For diﬀerent values of CREDIT LIMIT the
budget available for spending behaves in the same way. But, for the highest value
of CREDIT LIMIT the budget available for spending is at ﬁrst the highest and in
the long run the lowest (Figure 8).

Figure 7: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on cash purchases

Figure 8: The eﬀect of changes in CREDIT
LIMIT on budget available for spending

3.2. Model with repayment – model behavior
We have presumed that after four years (48 months) an individual decides to gradually eliminate his or her account balance. Such a period is used as a presumption
that the credit card owner is a student who repays his or her debt after graduation.
At that moment, the balance has reached the limit and an individual continuously
pays oﬀ the interest charges on the balance and the balance itself stays constant.
Individual’s policy is to spend a ﬁxed fraction of the available credit called a
spending fraction each month. The available credit is the diﬀerence between the
maximum balance allowed – credit limit and the current Balance Payable. If an
individual repays the entire balance each month, his or her available credit will be
equal to the credit limit. An individual decides to repay his or her debt to the Credit
Card Company and he or she decides to repay every month the amount equal to
CREDIT LIM IT · SP EN DIN G F RACT ION . An individual has chosen this
amount because if he or she has no balance, he or she would spend exactly this
amount.
On month 48, individual’s Balance Payable is $6, 000 and he or she decided to
repay $600 every month. If he or she stopped making his or her credit card purchases,
he or she would repay the debt after 10 months. But, an individual repays $600 each
month plus the interest on balance. Therefore, Balance Payable gradually decreases
and the available credit increases, and he or she can spend some money on credit
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card purchases (Figure 9). As Balance Payable gradually decreases, the interest on
balance also decreases slowly and slowly until it reaches the equilibrium of $0 after
96 months (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Behavior of Balance Payable, available credit and credit card purchases after individual decides to repay his/her debt

Figure 10: Behavior of interest on balance after
he or she decides to repay his or her debt

Before month 48 cash purchases were at the equilibrium value of $1, 911 which
is equal to the diﬀerence between the paycheck of $2, 000 and the equilibrium value
of the interest rate of $89. Cash purchases drop in month 48, because an individual
repays $600 every month. At ﬁrst they drop to $1, 311, but after that they start to
increase slowly and slowly until all the balance is repaid and the interest on balance is
0, i.e. when they reach the equilibrium value of $1, 400 ($2, 000 – $600) (Figure 11).
The budget available for spending depends on cash purchases and credit card
purchases. The budget available for spending reaches the equilibrium value of $1, 920
in month 48, and it drops to $1, 320 because an individual repays $600 each month.
At that point he or she almost did not have any credit card purchases. As an
individual repays his or her balance, his or her cash purchases rise (because the
interest rate on a smaller balance is also smaller) and his or her credit card purchases
rise (because the available credit is bigger). Therefore, his or her budget available
for spending increases slowly and slowly until it reaches equilibrium of $2, 000, which
is equal to individual’s paycheck (Figure 12).

Figure 11: Behavior of cash purchases after an
individual decides to repay his or her debt

Figure 12: Behavior of budget available for
spending after an individual decides to repay
his or her debt
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3.3. Summary of model behavior and results
The system dynamics model has been used in order to explore the impact of credit
limit on the long-term budget available for spending measured in terms of the total
amount of money a person can spend at any time. Experiments with the model
have been conducted based on the proposition that the individual will spend the
total amount of credit limit, as proved by [22]. Results of our research are consistent
with Ratha conclusions [20] and indicate that the long-term budget available for
spending deteriorates in case of the assumptions stated above. The ﬁndings of our
model are consistent with the previous ﬁndings which indicate that individuals tend
to spend as much money on credit card as approved to them and do not tend to
return money already spent if it is not demanded by the credit card issuer, so the
debt gets higher and higher [26, 18]. However, there are also consumers who use
credit cards in order to reallocate their income and plan their future expenses [26].
Regarding the fact that the spending habits are created early in life, counseling on
credit card usage should preferably be included in student education [14].

4. Simulation game for credit card repayment
In this section we present a simulation game for the model explained above. We
have designed the simulation game based on the Ratha’s model [20]. The simulation
game can be played with the objective to investigate the consequences of the problem concerning the personal credit card limit and the budget available for spending.
We have decided to use four control variables (paycheck, credit limit, spending fraction and interest rate) that showed the greater impact on the budget available for
spending. The players are encouraged to increase the budget available for spending
with experimenting diﬀerent values of control variables.
The game begins with a discussion about the personal ﬁnancial indiscipline and
how it inﬂuences the budget available for spending of the credit card owner. Then,
the system dynamics model of the budget available for spending is presented. Players
play the game for one or two hours. The goal of the game is to target the highest
budget available for spending, and in the same time not to go through the credit
limit. Every six months players make the decisions on the credit limit and the
spending fraction. Values for paycheck and interest rates are also determined by the
Slider Inputs, but are estimated by the game administrator.
The consequences of player’s decisions are presented on the control panel of the game
and on the graph. Players monitor the budget available for spending. From one
hypothetical play of the game it is available that the budget available for spending
reached the equilibrium value of $1, 920 in month 48, and it drops to $1, 320, because
an individual repays $600 each month. During the next several months an individual
repays his or her balance, which resulted in rising of credit card purchases. The
budget available for spending continues to increase slowly until it reaches equilibrium
of $2, 000 (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Control panel of the game

5. Conclusion
Results of our research indicate that the long-term budget available for spending
deteriorates in case of the above aforementioned assumptions, and are applicable
to both developed and developing countries due to the fact that previous research
suggest that not only the level of countries development impacts the behavior of the
credit card owner, but also personal characteristics like income [5], social class [25],
and age [22, 17, 18]. There are several practical implications and lessons learned from
the model. First, if an individual borrows some money on his or her credit card, he
or she will have a higher budget available for spending for a limited time. In the long
run, it will be very hard for him or her to repay the debt because for a long time
his or her budget available for spending will be low. Second, an individual has to be
very persistent in order to survive while his or her budget available for spending is
low (in the short run) until it rises (in the long run), because he or she is tempted all
the time with a large credit limit of the approved amount. However, such behavior
is hardly typical since individuals are not likely to be highly-disciplined when it
comes to personal ﬁnance. Third, results of our research indicate that banks are in
a position to make substantial earnings from the ﬂexible credit arrangements. On
the other hand, banks and credit card issuers have to take into account credit card
owners’ typical behavior in order to eﬀectively manage exposure at default (EAD),
which is regulated at the Basel 2 level [10].
Limitations of our research stem mainly from the fact that there are additional
forms of consumer credit (e.g. overdraft loans and installment payments schemes).
In addition, research has been conducted with the presumption that the credit card
owner will use the entire credit limit available, which is a typical behavior of a credit
card owner according to [21], but there are exceptions that could be taken into
consideration in further research. Nonetheless, there are possible lessons for future
research. For example, future models could be used for making conclusions about
the impact of the credit card spending limit on the long-term personal ﬁnancial
resources and compare upon with ﬁnancial state of developed and developing coun-
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tries. Further research should be also oriented towards detection of a long term debt
and usage of credit cards due to several predictors: situational variables, personality
characteristics, ﬁnancial education and family situation.
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